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“Information technology has amplified our intellectual and
physical abilities more than anything since the development of
the written word. Engineering marvels such as the Internet, the
global positioning system, and the human genome project
became possible only with advances in information technology.
Today there are eight billion computers in the world.”
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Excerpts from the NIH
Roadmap for CTS
Goal: To translate clinical discoveries into health practice.
Key Challenges:
Barriers between clinical and basic research
Increasing complexities involved in conducting clinical research
Make it more difficult to translate new knowledge to the clinic – and
back again to the bench.

NIH’s Solution - CTSA or Clinical and Translational Science
Awards (CTSA) Consortium
Create an incubator for innovative research tools and information
technologies.
Synergize multi-disciplinary and inter-disciplinary clinical and
translational research and researchers to catalyze the
application of new knowledge and techniques to clinical practice
at the front lines of patient care.

Source: http://nihroadmap.nih.gov/clinicalresearch/overview-translational.asp
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AMIA 2008 Congress Goals:
The development of effective electronic health
records and the evaluation of their impact on care
delivery
The incremental definition of personal health
records and the new challenges associated with
emerging approaches to PHR development and use
The technologies, policies, research, and social
structures required to create a stronger public
health informatics infrastructure
The opportunities and challenges associated with
accelerating the field of clinical research
informatics.
Source: http://www.amia.org/
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IT Disciplines & Translational
Research
“Informatics as an academic discipline can support translational
research and be itself an important area of translational research”
(Associate Dean of the Stanford School of Medicine)
This is not a surprise ☺ !
Long tradition (30+ years) of developing and empirically testing theories,
models and tools in various applied IT disciplines that has NOT been
fully exploited by translational researchers.
IT expertise alone cannot guarantee effective use and implementation
success in medical and clinical practice.
Research and lessons from underlying IT academic disciplines can
complement IT expertise about the “IT artifact” and about the
implementation, adoption and diffusion of the IT artifact.
To inform and facilitate translational research
To potentially create solutions to complex “real-world” problems in biomedicine
that were not possible before.
To make possible the effective dissemination and sharing of knowledge.
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The Comparative Contribution
of IT Disciplines
Discipline

Definition

Computer Science

Systematic study of algorithmic
processes - their theory, analysis,
design, efficiency, implementation, and
application - that describe and transform
information
(Denning et al. 1989)

Engineering, mathematics, physics

Hardware theory; Software
theory; File structures

Information
Science

Science devoted to the structure and
properties of information and
communication, as well as theories and
methods for transmitting, storing,
retrieving, evaluating and distributing
information (Johannessen 1996)

Communication, computer science,
linguistics, mathematics, psychology,
sociology

Information retrieval;
Organization and representation
of knowledge; Information
management.

Primary Reference
Disciplines

Biomedical Informatics

Contribution

(TranslationalStudy
Informatics,
Bioinformatics,
Clinical
Medical
Informatics)
of the effective use
of
Computer
science, Informatics,
management
Impact of
IS on the organization;
Information
information
and
the
potential
impact
of
science,
organizational
science,
Effective management & use of
Systems
software systems and enabling
cognitive science, economics
IT in organizations; Relational
information technologies on the human,
databases (Codd's theory);
organizational, and social world (based
Diffusion of IT within
on Cushing 1990 and Lucas 1990)
organizations.
Software
Engineering

Systematic approach to the
development, operation, maintenance
and retirement of software (IEEE
glossary of software terminology 1993)

Computer science, mathematics

Software development
methodologies

Source: Khazanchi, D. and Munkvold, B.E. (2000) "Is information systems a science? An inquiry into the nature of the
information systems discipline." The DATA BASE for Advances in Information Systems, 31:3.

Primary reference disciplines
Computer science

Management science
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Cognitive science

Mathematical Foundations of Computing
Algorithms and data structures
Theory of Computation
Programming languages and compilers
Concurrent, parallel, and distributed systems
Software engineering
System architecture
Communications
Databases
Artificial intelligence
Visual rendering (or Computer graphics)
Human-Computer Interaction
Scientific computing

Organization science

Economics

Information Systems
Computer-Supported
Cooperative Work

Information and
interface

Decision Support and
Knowledge-based systems

Asynchronous and
synchronous
collaboration
Workflow
GSS

Information economics
Information and
mangerial decision making

DSS
Expert systems
Knowledge aquisition
Knowledge management
Data warehousing

Systems projects
System development process
System project estimation
User involvement
Requirements analysis
and modeling

Evaluation and control
IS performance evaluation
Data management
Computer resource
allocation

Data modeling and
database design

HCI

IS security and control
IS ethics
IS personnel

Users
IS-user relationships
User perceptions and
attitudes
User information
evaluation and
satisfaction
End user computing

Software maintenance

IT = Computer Science (CS) +
Information Systems (IS) + “X”

Economics and strategy
IS economics
IS, strategic management,
and business outcomes
IOS
Electronic commerce

Introduction and impact
IS implementation
IT diffusion
Organizational outcomes
IS research
IS typologies
Research perspectives
and methodologies

Secondary reference disciplines
Sociology
Anthropology

Information science
Ergonomics

Linguistics
Systems science

Source: Khazanchi, D. and Munkvold, B.E. (2000) "Is information systems a science? An inquiry into the nature of the
information systems discipline." The DATA BASE for Advances in Information Systems, 31:3.
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IT & Translational Research
Ideas
Ideas
(Innovations
(Innovationsinin
lab
labresearch
research&&atat
the
thepoint
pointofofcare)
care)

Translational Research

Lessons from IT research
and practice (Theories,
Tools, IT Implementation
Failures and Success)

Practice
Practice
of
of
Medicine
Medicine
(Patient
(Patientcare)
care)

The IT Artifact

Impediments

IT Research
Formal correctness proof for algorithm

Applied
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Instrument validation (e.g., User
Information Satisfaction)

Evaluation of the use of a specific algorithm
Evaluating the efficacy of a conceptual model
in the field (e.g., diffusion of innovation theory
research on IS Implementations)

Using development methodologies such
as RUP or JAD to build systems

Development of a sequence-dependent
identification algorithm such as mycoAlign for
the differential identification of mycobacterium
species

Develop better tools for data generation,
capture, and annotation of human
genome data.

Theory

Experiment

Theory of Computation (finding a
solution to a problem from given inputs
by means of an algorithm)

Study of the dynamics of internet traffic
Study of Group Collaboration in lab settings

Technology Acceptance Model

Study of Graphical vs. Table representation
(“Minnesota Experiments”)

Adaptive Structuration Theory
Task-Technology Fit Theory
Media Richness Theory

Basic
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Technology Acceptance
Model
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TAM – Basic Model
TAM is one of the most influential
extensions of Ajzen and
Fishbein’s theory of reasoned
action (TRA) which posits that
individual behavior is driven by
behavioral intentions where
behavioral intentions are a
function of an individual's attitude
toward the behavior and
subjective norms surrounding the
performance of the behavior.
TAM posits that perceived
usefulness and perceived ease of
use determine an individual's
intention to use a system with
intention to use serving as a
mediator of actual system use.
Because new technologies such as personal computers are complex and an element of uncertainty exists in
the minds of decision makers with respect to the successful adoption of them, people form attitudes and
intentions toward trying to learn to use the new technology prior to initiating efforts directed at using. Attitudes
towards usage and intentions to use may be ill-formed or lacking in conviction or else may occur only after
preliminary strivings to learn to use the technology evolve. Thus, actual usage may not be a direct or immediate
consequence of such attitudes and intentions. (Bagozzi et al., 1992).

TAM and Tobacco Cessation
using PDAs
http://www.ist.unomaha.edu/

IT Artifact
Idea:
FRIENDs (Follow-up
Relationship Intended to
End Smoking) Program

+

TAM used to study acceptance of PDA technology by patients.
PDA is used to deliver counseling by extending usual care for
tobaccos cessation. (Perceived usefulness, ease of use,
attitude, intention to use, perceived complexity, experience and
voluntariness are being measured)

UNMC Researcher: Lynne Buchanan in collaboration with IS&T Faculty/Students
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Bioinformatics

Nebraska gets its very own
organism
http://www.ist.unomaha.edu/

Idea:
Lab discovers unknown
mycobacterium species while trying
to pinpoint infection in cancer
patients

+

NEW Computing
Algorithm:
mycoAlign - a sequencedependent identification algorithm
for differential identification

Labeled mycobacterium
nebraskense, after the
Cornhusker state.

UNMC & IST Researchers: Amr M. Mohamed, Dan J. Kuyper, Peter C.
Iwen, Hesham H. Ali, Dhundy R. Bastola and Steven H. Hinrichs
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Electronic Medical Records:
Barriers to Adoption and Diffusion

IS&T Researchers: Deepak Khazanchi, Halbana Tarmizi and Cherie Noteboom
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Identifying EMR adoption
barriers from existing literature
Standardization issue (McDonald, 1997)
Lack financial support, Government
initiatives needed (Goldsmith et al. 2003)
High initial cost (Lenhart et al. 2000)
Security concern by patients (Bates et
al. 2003)

Confidentiality concern (Earnest et al.

Temporary revenue reduction (Scmitt &
Wafford, 2002)

Incomplete/scattered data (Carpeggiani
et al., 2000)

(i) Training requirement; (ii) High
initial cost (Lenhart et al. 2000)
Failure of empowering key users

2004)

(Goddard, 2000)

Privacy concern (Barrows et al. 1996)
Immature technology (Tonnesen et al.

Change of habits needed (Ginneken,

1999)

Low in easy-to-use aspect (Miller &
Simm, 2004)

2002)

Fear of change (Carpenter, 2002)
Physician resistance due to time,
workflow and revenue reduction (Sittig
et al, 2004)

Source: Tarmizi, H., Khazanchi, D. and Noteboom, C. (2006, May 5-6th). "Electronic Medical Records: Barriers to Adoption and
Diffusion." Proceedings of the 1st Midwest United States Association for Information Systems Conference (MWAIS06), Grand
Rapids, Michigan.

Claification of EMR barriers
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E.g., standardization,
Government initiatives

E.g., scattered data,
Failure of
empowering key
users,
Temporary reduction
of revenue

E.g., Lack financial support
High initial costs

Structure
Political Factors

Economic Factors

Internal

External

Social Factors

Technological Factors
Culture

E.g., patients’ concerns
related to privacy,
confidentiality, security

E.g., immature
technology,
easy-of-use aspect

E.g., change of habits needed,
Fear of change,
Resistance due to workflow
change
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Data Mining in the
Biosciences

UNMC & IST Researchers: J. Chan & Quiming Zhu
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Integrative Pattern Recognition
Techniques for Micro-array Gene
Profiling Data Analysis
DNA MICROARRAY technology
provides biologists with the ability
to measure the expression levels
of thousands of genes
simultaneously in a single
experiment.
We need effective means to
extract the biologically significant
information from the large
amount of microarray datasets.

Identifying genes that are
predictive to certain clinical
outcomes is one of the important
goals in the analysis of gene
expression profiling data from
tumor specimens

Idea:
Extract a group of genes that
are predictive to clinical outcomes
(survival–fatal) of diffuse large Bcell lymphoma (DLBCL) on a set of
microarray data for gene
expression profiling.
+

Computing Algorithm:
Algorithmic Fusion - based on an
integration of a set of parametric and
nonparametric measurements in
different scoring/ranking metrics

Q. Zhu, H. Cui, K, Cao, and J. Chan (2004). “Algorithmic Fusion of Gene Expression Profiling for Diffuse Large B-cell Lymphoma
Outcome Prediction,” IEEE Transactions on Information Technology in Biomedicine, 8:2.
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Mobile Computing

Wireless Infrastructure for
Network of Distributed Sensors
http://www.ist.unomaha.edu/

Identify key new technologies that can potentially impact the
quality of patient care
Wireless communication and mobile computing
Advanced monitoring and tracking technologies such as RFID
and sensors
Web-based intelligent software developments

Current Challenges where this approach can be applied
Medication error prevention
Conflict detection and prevention
Real-time asset monitoring and tracking
Accurate documentation of Care Medication
Effective utilization of resources including professionals and
medical devices

IS&T Researchers: Jong-hoon Youn & Hesham Ali
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I2MeDS Architecture
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Context-aware Pill Container

An RFID pill container with an LED that flashes when the container get
close to a patient
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E-health

Designing “Usable” Web
Applications - PORT
IT Artifact
http://www.ist.unomaha.edu/

Idea:
Disseminate interventions to assist
women with breast cancer to succeed in
self-management of lifestyle behaviors
and symptoms to improve functional
status and QOL during and following
treatment.

+
IT Theories: Secure web-based software
engineering; usability; design of
algorithms: Build a secure easy to use web
based tool; Implement standard research
instruments for assessing target variables such
as physical activity, sleep, stress management
and symptom; Implement a method to compute
scores on all instrument and subscales; Establish
algorithms to access the appropriate text based
on target variable scores to generate
individualized messages based on responses to
baseline information

http://port.atticdev.ist.unomaha.edu/

UNMC Researcher: Dr. Ann Berger with IS&T Faculty/Staff
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Designing Trustworthy e-Health
Services for Rural Consumers
Research Framework
Moderating Variable
- Severity of Health Problem

Trustworthiness of
Internet
e-heath Interface
Medium
Understanding
Human-Computer
Interaction
Usability Factors
-

Independent
Variables
- System Usefulness
-System Quality
-Information Quality
-Interface Quality

System usefulness
scale
Information
quality scale
Interface quality
scale

Other Factor
- Perceived
severity of
health problem

Independent Variable
- Perception of Trust

Consumer’s
Perception
of Trust in
e-health
Services

Consumer Trust Propensity

Moderating Variable
- Trust Propensity
Figure 3.3 Usability Model for Consumer’s Trust in e-health Services

Human-computer interaction
usability factors do affect
consumer’s perception of trust in
personal relationship-based
information exchanges over the
Internet.
System usefulness & quality
usability factors contribute to
increased perceptions of
consumer trust.
Individual trust propensity
influences the perceptions of trust,
especially in system usefulness.
There is an inverse relationship
between the seriousness of the
health problem and the associated
level of e-health system trust.

IS&T Researcher: Dr. Ann Fruhling
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Multiagent Systems

Intelligent Agents and Multi-agent
Systems for Medical Informatics
http://www.ist.unomaha.edu/

Agents
Programmable software components (processes, threads)
Should be designed to perform some form of
autonomous/intelligent behavior that does not require
continuous human supervision
Other selective features: learning, planning, vision, etc.

Some applications where agents have been used?
Automated vehicular and air-traffic control
Automated travel planning, automated negotiation
Automated auctions, dynamic stocks’ price forecasting
Robot control (robot soccer, unmanned search and rescue
– USAR)

IS&T Researcher: Prithviraj Dasgupta
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Multiagent Systems: Potential
Applications within the Medicine
Co-operation between intelligent agents to improve patient
management (e.g. distributed patient scheduling).
Agents that provide remote or elderly care delivery.
Agents that provide information about medical services.
Multi-agent systems for patient monitoring and diagnosis.
Agent-based execution of clinical guidelines.
Multi-agent systems that improve medical training or
education (e.g. tutoring systems).
Medical agent-based decision support systems.
Information agents that gather, compile and organize medical
knowledge available on Internet.
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Task-Technology Fit
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Task-technology fit (TTF)
theory
TTF theory holds that IT is more likely
to have a positive impact on individual
performance and be used if the
capabilities of the IT match the tasks
that the user must perform (Goodhue
and Thompson, 1995).
TTF can be measured in terms of eight
factors: Quality, locatability,
authorization, compatibility, ease of
use/training, production timeliness,
systems reliability, and relationship with
users
This 8 factor TTF measure, in
conjunction with utilization, has been
found to be a significant predictor of
improved job performance and
effectiveness.
Zigurs and Buckland (1998) present an
analogous model operating at the
group level.

IS&T Researcher: Dr. Ilze ZIgurs
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Adaptive Structuration Theory
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Groups and organizations using IT for their work dynamically create perceptions
about the role and utility of the technology, and how it can be applied to their
activities.
The AST could be used to analyze the advent of various innovations such as
the printed press, electricity, telegraph, mass transpirations, radio, telephone,
TV, the Internet, etc., and show how the structures of these innovations
penetrated the respective societies, influencing them, and how the social
structures of those societies in turn influenced and modified innovations'
original intent.
AST's appropriation process might be a good model to analyze the utilization
and penetration of new medical technologies in medical practice and
organizations.
Source: DeSanctis, Geradine & Poole, Scott, M. (1994). Capturing the complexity in advanced technology use:
Adaptive structuration theory. Organization Science, 5(2), 121.
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Diffusion of Innovation Theory
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Diffusion of Innovations
Theory

One of the greatest pains to human nature is the pain of a new idea. It...makes you think that after all,
your favorite notions may be wrong, your firmest beliefs ill-founded... Naturally, therefore, common men
hate a new idea, and are disposed more or less to ill-treat the original man who brings it.
-Walter Bagehot Physics and Politics
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Beyond traditional IT
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Avatars, Metaverses and
Virtual Worlds
Metaverses [Bainbridge, 2007] are
3-dimensional virtual worlds that
are vivid, synthetic spaces where
people can interact in rich and
increasingly realistic ways
Metaverses provide vividness,
interactivity, telepresence,
immersion
Virtual Worlds such as World of
Warcraft, SecondLife.com and
There.com are instantiations of
metaverses
Human actors interact as avatars
with each other and with software
agents
Uses the metaphor of the real
world but without its physical
limitations
Potential for simulating “face-toface” interactions
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Technology Capabilities, “Old”
& New
Capability

Current Technology

Virtual World

Immediate feedback

Video, Chat

Avatars, Chat

Multiple cues, channels

Video, Audio, Chat

Avatars, Audio, Chat

Language variety

Audio, Chat

Audio, Chat

Personalization

Video

Avatars

Vividness

?

Sensory-rich environment,
3-dimensional

Interactivity

?

Real-time interaction

Immediacy of artifacts

Joint-authored text

Joint creation of figures,
models, images

Source: Davis, Murphy, Owens, Khazanchi, Zigurs, 2008, in progress.

Research Agenda: Virtual
Worlds (VW) and beyond
http://www.ist.unomaha.edu/

Virtual Project Management
Using Alexander’s Pattern Theory to study effective virtual
project management practices. (Khazanchi & Zigurs,
2005, 2006, 2007, 2008)
Currently completing a research project with PhD students

Learning in Virtual Worlds
PhD Dissertation (Chi Zhang): “Understanding Its Impact
on Social and Cognitive Processes in Learning”

Potential applications to biomedicine
Modeling Medical Problems in VW settings can provide
3D, supervised, immersive medical training.
Possible use collaborative telemedicine for consultation,
and real time interactions.

More resources on IT theories
http://www.ist.unomaha.edu/

Computing theories
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/topics/The
oryofComputation.html

Information Systems Theories
http://www.istheory.yorku.ca/
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IT & Translational Research
Ideas
Ideas
(Innovations
(Innovationsinin
lab
labresearch
research&&atat
the
thepoint
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care)

Translational Research

Lessons from IT research
and practice (Theories,
Tools, IT Implementation
Failures and Success)

Practice
Practice
of
of
Medicine
Medicine
(Patient
(Patientcare)
care)

The IT Artifact

Impediments
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Discussion

